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To: Sen. Peter Micciche
Subject: SB 5

Senator,

I have been hearing comments about SB 5 allowing loss of income to be considered by the court in restitution
orders. We have been lucky enough to not have had too much trouble, but see the great potential.

We do a lot of remote work, and someone doing damage to our gear, or removing batteries, etc., could stop a
job. If there are 10 guys that have to stop work until a replacement comes in, it could cost $8500 per day, plus
$1500 in room & board, plus at least that much in rented equipment on some jobs.

If it is at the end of the year, it could cost the season, cause liquidated damages to start, miss a barge out, etc.

It cannot be construed as unjust enrichment, it would just be a step towards making a business whole to the
point they were before the crime occurred.

lam in support of SB 5.

Bryce Erickson
Vice President
Construction Operations Alaska
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